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Comparisons of the genome sequences of related species suggests varying patterns of chromosomal rearrangements in different evolutionary lineages. In this review, I focus on the quantitative characterization of rearrangement processes and discuss specific inventories that have been compiled to date. Of particular interest are the statistical distribution of the lengths of inverted or locally transposed chromosome fragments (notably very short ones), inhomogeneities in susceptibility to evolutionary breakpoints in chromosomal regions, the relative importance of genome doubling in the history of multicellular eukaryotes, and of lateral transfer versus gene gain and loss in prokaryotes. These developments provide challenges to computational biologists to refine, revise and scale up mathematical models and algorithms for analyzing genome rearrangements.

Introduction
Analytical paradigms for studying genomic evolution have been in the making for several years [1,2]. With the availability of essentially complete genome sequences, these paradigms can now be tested, revised and scaled up. Pairs of closely related genomes sharing large conserved chromosomal segments provide clear evidence of the nature of individual rearrangement events, although in relatively small numbers. Larger sets of genomes within a family, class or order can provide data about the rate of rearrangement and how it varies, but because remaining conserved segments are short and subject to local ‘microrrangements’, there will be ambiguity about details of individual events.

In this review, I bypass sequence-level processes that affect intensive genome variables such as base composition and codon usage, which are invariant under rearrangement operations, in favour of evolutionary events that can alter extensive variables such as gene order, genome size or ploidy.

Purely combinatorial algorithms for comparing genomes are essentially model-free, requiring no a priori quantitative characterization of the processes of genome rearrangement. It is possible to introduce various parameters into the optimizing criterion to increase realism, but this leads to algorithmically much harder problems. Nevertheless, given the large eukaryotic genome sequences that are available, answers to the following questions could aid in reconstructing the details of genomic evolution. With what frequency does each type of rearrangement operation occur in a given evolutionary lineage? What regions or sites on the chromosome are susceptible to a particular type of change? How large is the DNA segment inverted, transposed, deleted, translocated, or duplicated? Partial answers are now known for several lineages and I discuss how to integrate this information into inference about evolutionary genomics.

Rearrangement repertories, regions and rates in eukaryotes
Comparisons of parts of the Drosophila repleta genome with D. melanogaster [3] suggest an overall rate of ~0.05 paracentric inversions (corresponding to 0.1 chromosomal breakages) per megabase per million years, with virtually no interchromosomal translocation. A similar regime has been reported for the human malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum [4], although the more distant comparison between the fruit fly and the mosquito [5] does suggest considerable translocation. In comparing the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans with C. briggsae, Coghlan and Wolfe [6] have estimated the ratio of translocations to inversions to transpositions to be 1:1:2, and a rearrangement rate at least four times that of Drosophila.

The subtelomeric regions of the chromosomes of the human malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum [7] display extensive inter-chromosomal exchange between subtelomeric regions also observed in several parasitic species, including Encephalitozoon cuniculi [8]. This likely facilitates selective antigenic variability. A pattern of telomeric translocation has also been clearly documented through the comparison of the genome sequences of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and three closely related yeasts: S. paradoxus, S. mikatae and S. bayanus [9].

Over a much longer history, yeast genomes have undergone thousands of inversions, many of them involving very few, or even single genes [10]. This was previously shown to be a characteristic of many smaller eukaryotic genomes [11], but inversions of a few hundred or a few thousand base pairs of DNA are now also known to be very common even in higher eukaryotes [12].
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Transpositions of duplicated genomic segments along human chromosomes, and especially into pericentromeric and subtelomeric regions of multiple chromosomes, has revealed itself to be a major component of recent human [13*], [14] and primate evolution [15] as well as in mice [16]. Transpositions of small clusters of genes between chromosomes are suggested to play an important role in the evolution of plants [17].

Whether or not modern genomes show evidence of ancient tetraploidization events, and how many, remain acrimonious issues, with debates raging around the human, Arabidopsis and yeast genomes. Wong, Butler and Wolfe [18] have shown that the hemiascomycete yeasts can be neatly divided into two groups: the Saccharomyces cerevisiae lineage whose members show consistent evidence of an ancestral polyploidization event, and those that diverged from the Saccharomyces line before this event, showing no such evidence. Recent analyses confirm tetraploidization occurring in the Arabidopsis lineage since its split from the rest of the dicots [19]. Finally, the continuing dissent of Hughes [20] has been refuted [21,22*], the weight of evidence showing that the early vertebrate lineage saw at least one round of genome duplication [23,24].

Lateral transfer of genes from one organism to another is a mechanism for introducing new genes or paralogs of existing genes into a genome. This interferes with phylogenetic inference and, particularly when it involves transfer of ‘islands’, multigene DNA fragments [25], the identification of vertically conserved segments and clusters, and hence of rearrangement. Early enthusiasm (or concern) over large numbers of inter-kingdom transfers inferred to exist in the human genome [26] was largely dispelled by more conservative analyses [27], on the basis of the genome-internal duplication and loss process. Ongoing inter-kingdom transfer into eukaryotes (e.g. from prokaryotic symbionts) would now seem pertinent mostly to unicellular organisms or to transfer from organelar to nuclear genomes [28]. Furthermore, in the inventory of eubacterial and archaical genome sequences, intergenome transfer is quantitatively dwarfed by processes of gene gain — by duplication and the emergence of new genes — and especially by gene loss [29]. The latter process is accelerated in symbionts and parasites [8].

Another eukaryotic process, which has not yet been addressed in algorithms for the inference of translocation, and chromosome fission and fusion, is new centromere formation [30].

Genome-level inventories of translocations, inversions, transpositions, duplications, and losses resulting from comparisons of genomic sequences represent a major new advance over the traditions of comparative mapping. But to bring these data to bear on our understand-

ing of the mechanisms of chromosomal evolution, they must be interpreted in the light of the formal theories of genome rearrangement that have been developed in the frameworks of combinatorial algorithmics and probabilistic models.

Loss of signal in prokaryote comparison

With notable exceptions [31], comparative genomics studies of prokaryotes have not focused on genome-wide rates of rearrangement or sizes of conserved segments in the way eukaryotic comparisons have for the simple reason that gene adjacency is poorly conserved even among relatively closely related organisms. Gene content changes radically through both loss and horizontal acquisition, especially among pathogens, and even conserved groups of functionally related genes maintain their proximities in a loose way, if at all. The eukaryote-based notion of a conserved segment with identical gene content and gene order must be replaced with a concept of gene cluster [32], run [31], team [33], and so on, where order, contiguity and even strandedness may be relaxed to some extent. A series of tests has been proposed for investigating whether such loose groupings are statistically significant compared to chance co-occurrences in the genomes being examined [32].

The paradox of conservation of loose proximity despite rapid loss of strict adjacency has traditionally been resolved by appealing to selective functional pressures or by invoking operon-like concepts, but may simply be caused by a prevalence of the same sort of short-range rearrangements described above for eukaryotes. Probabilistic modeling [34] shows that a regime of short inversions scrambles gene clusters without dispersing them widely, whereas a regime of long inversions results in many conserved adjacencies within segments widely distributed within the genome, for comparable average amounts of total evolution.

Simulation experiments [35] show that as inversions accumulate on the prokaryotic genome, the details of the evolutionary signal are rapidly lost, so that although some overall degree of rearrangement may be estimated, the particular events and their sequence are obscured. The clear exceptions are found in very short inversions, evidence for which tends to persist for long periods of time despite being overlaid by many other rearrangements. Moreover, controlled analyses of many pairs of bacterial genomes detect and validate significant numbers of short inversions.

Analytical advances

In the field of combinatorial optimization, much attention has been devoted to improving the efficiency of the Hannenhalli–Pevzner algorithm for inferring the reversal (inversion) or translocation history between two genomes [36–38] and to generalizing this to take into account gene
insertion and loss [39,40], and paralogy [41]. Much effort has also gone into extending two-genome comparisons towards multiple genome analyses in the phylogenetic context [42], as reviewed in [43*].

Several publications have recently appeared on probabilistic models of rearrangement with a view to making them amenable to statistical inference [44–47]. In another algorithmic development, the problem of reconstructing the gene order of the chromosomes of a genome just as it underwent tetraploidization, based on the rearranged (translocated and inverted) genome of a modern-day descendant, has been solved in complete generality [48].

The Nadeau–Taylor approach to comparative mapping as reformulated in terms of gene order has seen several theoretical improvements, related to observability of conserved segments, chromosomal inhomogeneities in susceptibility to breakpoints, chromosome-dependent rearrangement rates, marker density and improved estimation [12**,49,50].

**Inhomogeneities**

A survey of rearrangement breakpoints culled from tumour karyotypes and infertility tests showed that whereas somatic cell chromosomal aberrations tended to cluster arm-medially over the set of autosomal arms, with certain arms also showing strong telomeric concentrations, breakpoints in the genomes of normal translocation carriers showed a uniform random distribution, at least at the level of resolution determined by chromosome bands [51]. Algorithmic approaches to link tumour genome rearrangements with evolutionary breakpoint theory are underway [52*].

At higher levels of resolution, perusal of comparisons between the human and mouse genome sequences with the help of tools such as those developed by Kent et al. [53**] reveals, in each genome, large numbers of relatively short regions containing elements corresponding to parts of several different chromosomes in the other species. It is unclear to what extent these sites reflect repeated reciprocal translocation, transposition of small regions, duplication processes, conversion, or errors in assembly or homology algorithms.

Formal whole-genome comparisons have relied largely on the combinatorial algorithms of Hannenhalli and Pevzner. Until recently, these could only be applied to small genomes (e.g. mitochondria, chloroplasts and eubacteria), the difficulty with eukaryotic nuclear genomes being not so much the computational cost but rather the absence of comprehensive lists of genes and their orthologs. Pevzner and Tesler recently showed how to bypass gene finding and ortholog identification by using a large number (5 × 10^5) of small ‘anchor’ sequences (10^5–10^6 bp), homologous in two genomes, which are then combined to construct large syntenic blocks (>1 Mb) [12**]. The blocks are then input as unresolved items into a variant of the original Hannenhalli–Pevzner algorithm.

The use of large unresolved blocks, and the (largely unavoidable) neglect of blocks <10^6 elements, however, introduces a great deal of noise into the analysis. Deleting blocks, however small, and combining others, interferes with the historical signals about rearrangement inherent in the order of the blocks. This leads to reconstructions containing erroneous inversions and translocations, and to artificial inferences about inhomogeneities in genomic susceptibility to rearrangements.

It is nonetheless obvious from browsing structured comparative databases [53**] that there are highly jumbled small regions between some of the syntenic blocks and elsewhere in the human–mouse comparison. There is also evidence from multiple sources that some larger regions have heightened susceptibility to rearrangement across the evolutionary spectrum, whether pericentromERICALLY [13*,16] or subtelomERICALLY [7–9,14], where there is high repeat density [6], high recombination rate [53**] or between pairs of tRNA genes [9]. There is also substantial evidence that other regions are refractory to rearrangement in that particular gene neighborhood organization may have functionally selective advantages [53**,54]. The quantitative study of these inhomogeneities in rearrangement susceptibilities is just beginning, and refined versions of the Pevzner–Tesler approach promise to play a key role.

**Conclusions**

The wealth of eukaryotic genome sequence and related comparative data now being produced are enabling the newly quantitative study of genome rearrangement data at the gene-order level and at finer resolutions. One of the more striking results is the variety of patterns of rearrangement, including what types of chromosomal change, where they occur, and how frequently, in different evolutionary lineages. Much attention has been paid to the prevalence and consequences of segmental duplication. At the sequence level, an unexpected pattern of small changes has emerged, as a result of inversion, transposition, duplication, deletion or insertion of a few thousand or a few hundred base pairs, though the effect of this, if any, on gene order in the higher eukaryotes remains to be ascertained. An underdeveloped area remains the functional consequences of chromosomal rearrangement at the evolutionary time scale, with only a few pioneering systematic studies [55*] attempting to go beyond the neutralist null hypothesis.

In prokaryotes, this diversity in change processes seems even more pronounced, often even among closely related organisms, with high rates of gene loss, often environmentally explicable, and gene gain caused by horizontal
transfer adding to the gene order differences caused by inversion (again possibly with a predominance of short inversions) and other internal movements.

At the analytical level, although there is much ongoing work on modeling, statistical analysis and algorithmics, application of these methods to large nuclear genomes has been impeded by the methodological prerequisites for complete information on orthology. Thus a preoccupation with whole-genome alignment, gene annotation and ortholog identification has postponed, until recently, the upsizing of these methods to large genomes. Breakthroughs in the comparison of human, mouse, rat and other genomes at many scales simultaneously \([53**]\) and in the adaptation of gene-order rearrangement methods to genome-sequence data \([12**]\) should clear this logjam.
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